Stennis Space Center Strategic Plan

Introduction: The Stennis Space Center Executive Council is a forum for senior managers of the major public and private organizations at Stennis Space Center (SSC) to establish a single corporate voice for the Center that will lead to a more effective and efficient Center for all of the organizations and their stakeholders.

Since April 2003, the Council has worked toward a strategic plan that will leverage resources across all Stennis organizations for their mutual benefit. The plan lays the foundation for "Growing the Stennis Region" by investing in education and quality of life at the Center and in the surrounding three counties in Mississippi and St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana. A major focus will also be on attracting new business to Stennis as well as reducing the cost of operations.

The Council has established working groups to implement the goals and objectives of the plan. Progress will be reviewed quarterly at joint meetings of the Stennis Executive Council and the Partners for Stennis Board. The plan also includes a list of potential areas of technical collaboration for future review. The entire plan can be viewed by Stennis employees at: sscpotal.ssc.nasa.gov/sscstrategicplan. The general public can view the plan at: http://www.ssc.nasa.gov/sscstrategicplan.

Vision: To create a unique federal, state and commercial enterprise for the collective betterment of its constituents and the prosperity of the region

Mission: To increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the federal, state and commercial enterprises at SSC through collaboration and economies of scale

Goals and Objectives:

Goal One: Develop a national Science, Technology and Education Center on Interstate 10 near the entrance to SSC by January 2007 with the primary goal of motivating students to pursue careers in science, technology, engineering and mathematics

A. Objective One: Organize a Science Center working group
B. Objective Two: Improve the educational performance of the schools in the three surrounding counties and one parish

Goal Two: "Growing the Stennis Region" by doubling the number of personnel working at SSC by 2010

A. Objective One: Improve the quality of life at the Center and in the surrounding communities
B. Objective Two: Improve the Information Technology (IT) infrastructure at SSC
C. Objective Three: Reduce the cost of operations at SSC

Working Groups: The Council agreed to establish the following working groups and group leads:

1. Science Center...........................................RDMT Thomas Q. Donaldson V, USN (Ret) Director, SSC
2. Education.............................................CAPT Frank Grandau, Naval Meteorology & Oceanography Command
3. Quality of Life........................................Cleen Laceyfield, General Manager, Lockheed Martin and Dave Geiger, Site Director, Boeing
4. Information Technology.........................Dr. Herb Eppert, Director, Naval Research Laboratory, and Dr. Paul Moersdorf, Director, National Data Buoy Center
5. Cost of Operations................................CAPT Philip Renaud, Naval Oceanographic Office

Importance: This plan is important because it builds bridges between the various SSC organizations. The future holds many challenges, and this plan is the key to maintaining the competitiveness and stature of Stennis Space Center.

Get involved! If you have ideas and would like to make SSC an even better Center, please give your input to any of the team members listed on the back.
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### SSC Strategic Plan Working Groups

**Science Center** – T.Q. Donaldson V, Admiral USN (Ret) – **NASA** - **Team Lead** (688-2121)
- Myron Webb (228-688-1413) – NASA
- Andrew Bo Clarke (228-688-1645) – NASA
- Joe Peek (228-688-5994) – Naval Meteorology & Oceanography Command
- Cathy Willis (228-688-4384) – Naval Meteorology & Oceanography Command
- Amy Brown (228-688-5669) – Naval Oceanographic Office
- Ted Bennett (228-688-4148) – Naval Oceanographic Office
- CAPT Robert Garrett (228-688-4538) – Naval Research Laboratory
- Glenda Schornick (228-688-1704) – NOAA
- Bridget VandeKlop (228-688-2686) – Center of Higher Learning
- John Cecconi/Pam Brown (228-689-8904) – Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant
- Greg Hinkebein (228-688-3372) – Mississippi Enterprise for Technology
- Dave Geiger (228-688-2283) – The Boeing Co.
- Jim Marcussen (228-813-2110) – Lockheed Martin MS Space and Technology Center
- John Wilson (228-688-3337) – InDyne
- David Mauffray (228-666-4200) – MAST, Inc.

**Education** – Captain Frank J. Grandau – **Naval Meteorology & Oceanography Command** - **Team Lead** (688-4189)
- Ed Gough/Keen Cooper (228-688-5007) – Naval Meteorology & Oceanography Command
- Dr. Dewey Herring (228-688-1329) – NASA
- Michelle Dailey (228-688-4349) – Naval Oceanographic Office
- Stephanie Myrick (228-688-5499) – Naval Research Laboratory
- Michael Crane (228-688-1579) – NOAA
- Keith Long (228-688-7662) – Center of Higher Learning
- Greg Hinkebein (228-688-3372) – Mississippi Enterprise for Technology
- Wayne Gougeot (228-689-8170) – Mason Technologies Inc.
- Joyce Lawrence (228-688-2195) – The Boeing Co.
- Dr. William Corso (228-688-2924) – Lockheed Martin Tennis Operations

**Quality of Life** – Cleon Lacefield, LASM (688-7198) and Dave Geiger, The Boeing Co. (688-2283) – **Team Leads**
- Howard Jack (228-688-5238) – Naval Oceanographic Office
- Lt. Cdr. Troy Teadt (228-688-5404) – Naval Research Laboratory
- Eric McIndl (228-688-1717) – NOAA
- Jim Corbin (228-688-2561) – Mississippi State University
- Ron Magee (228-688-2042) – NASA
- Greg Hinkebein (228-688-3372) – Mississippi Enterprise for Technology
- Faye Bond (228-689-8714) – Mason Technologies Inc.
- Danielle Frank (228-688-3755) – Lockheed Martin Tennis Operations
- AGCM Douglas Maxwell (228-688-4001) – Naval Meteorology & Oceanography Command
- BMCM Vincent Dauro (228-813-4003) – Special Boat Team-22

**Information Technology** – Dr. Paul Moersdorf, NOAA (688-1722) and Dr. Herb Eppert, NRL (688-4650) – **Team Leads**
- Alvin Cajigas (228-688-4702) – Naval Oceanographic Office
- Keith Davis (228-688-4250) – Naval Research Laboratory
- David Sliman (228-688-3561) – University of Southern Mississippi
- Terry Jackson (228-688-1597) – NASA
- Greg Hinkebein (228-688-3372) – Mississippi Enterprise for Technology
- Matt Scardino (228-688-2092) – The Boeing Co.
- Judy Wheaton (228-688-2973) – Lockheed Martin Tennis Operations
- Dell Bingham (228-688-5097) – Naval Meteorology & Oceanography Command
- ITC Willie Williams (228-813-4004 Ext. 13601) – Special Boat Team-22

**Cost of Operations** – Capt. Philip Renoau, Naval Oceanographic Office – **Team Lead** (228-688-4203)
- Mike Dawson (228-688-4707) – NASA
- Clay Hull (228-688-5497) – Naval Oceanographic Office
- Dick Root (228-688-5258) – Naval Research Laboratory
- Dan Laurent (228-688-1701) – NOAA
- Don Roman (228-688-3720) – University of Southern Mississippi
- Greg Hinkebein (228-688-3372) – Mississippi Enterprise for Technology
- Kim Spiers (228-689-8729) – Mason Technologies Inc.
- Jim Wahl (228-688-4220) – The Boeing Co.
- Marshall Kyger (228-813-2226) – Lockheed Martin MS Space and Technology Center
- Chris Denz (228-688-4233) – Naval Meteorology & Oceanography Command
- Ron Valencia (228-813-4004 Ext. 13400) – Special Boat Team-22